2019 ESPN Fantasy Football Draft Kit

Non-PPR Top 300 Cheat Sheet

RANKINGS 1-300

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $96
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $92
3. (RB3) Alvin Kamara, NO $88
4. (RB4) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $84
5. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $80
6. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $76
7. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $72
8. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $68
9. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $64
10. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $60
11. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $56
12. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $52
13. (TE1) Travis Kelce, KC $48
14. (RB9) Todd Gurley II, LAR $44
15. (RB5) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $40
16. (RB6) Alvin Kamara, NO $36
17. (RB7) Davante Adams, GB $32
18. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $28
19. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $24
20. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $20

RANKINGS 1-150

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $161
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $157
3. (RB3) Alvin Kamara, NO $153
4. (RB4) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $149
5. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $145
6. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $141
7. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $137
8. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $133
9. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $129
10. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $125
11. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $121
12. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $117
13. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $113
14. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $109

RANKINGS 151-240

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $100
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $96
3. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $92
4. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $88
5. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $84
6. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $80
7. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $76
8. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $72
9. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $68
10. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $64
11. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $60
12. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $56
13. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $52

RANKINGS 241-300

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $4
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $4
3. (RB3) Alvin Kamara, NO $4
4. (RB4) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $4
5. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $4
6. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $4
7. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $4
8. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $4
9. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $4
10. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $4
11. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $4
12. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $4
13. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $4
14. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $4

RANKINGS Overall (Rank-Point) 10x$1000

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $56
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $52
3. (RB3) Alvin Kamara, NO $48
4. (RB4) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $44
5. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $40
6. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $36
7. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $32
8. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $28
9. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $24
10. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $20
11. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $16
12. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $12
13. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $8
14. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $4

Position

1. (RB1) Saquon Barkley, NYG $56
2. (RB2) Ezekiel Elliott, DAL $52
3. (RB3) Alvin Kamara, NO $48
4. (RB4) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $44
5. (RB5) Le'Veon Bell, NYJ $40
6. (RB6) Melvin Gordon, LAC $36
7. (WR1) Davante Adams, GB $32
8. (WR2) DeAndre Hopkins, HOU $28
9. (WR3) Julio Jones, ATL $24
10. (RB4) Michael Thomas, NO $20
11. (RB7) David Johnson, ARZ $16
12. (RB8) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $12
13. (RB9) David Johnson, ARZ $8
14. (RB10) Christian McCaffrey, CAR $4

Rankings are based on a 10-team league with 1 QB, 2 RB, 2 WR, 1 TE, 1 Flex, 1 K, 1 D ST, 7 bench

Decimal Scoring: 1 pt per 10 yds, 6 pts per TD rushing/receiving; 1 pt per 25 yds and 4 pts per TD passing
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